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Saved by Beauty
‘This aspiration—born of love—is a search for integral beauty, for purity free from stain. It is a search
for perfection that contains a synthesis of human beauty—body and soul.’ (Theology of the Body,
St. John Paul ll)
As she sat in the morning light, hair shining silver, I realized that she had never been lovelier. All
the years together, just shy of 40—and she more dignified and womanly than ever. I thought of the
Rogers and Hammerstein lyric: ‘Do I love you because you are beautiful, or are you beautiful
because I love you?’ and concluded nothing except life means little without her. Beautiful Annette,
or better put, beautiful marriage, saved me.
Isn’t that idolatry? Doesn’t only Jesus save? Of course, only one Savior, but Jesus has given
marriage power to permeate its players with His very Presence in a way that saves man and
woman through their communion—body, soul, spirit. St. Paul likens sexual fusion between husband
and wife to the ‘great mystery’ of Christ’s union with the Church. For years now, I have
participated in this most holy, earthy communion with another; in so doing, Annette and I share in
Jesus infusing His Church with divine presence. As Annette and I permeate each other with our
self-giving, we are being saved—made holy through love as we ‘submit to each other out of
reverence for Jesus’ (Eph. 5:21).
This flies in the face of charges—laughably foolish—that any person who has same-sex attraction
cannot be redeemed in his or her sexuality. I came across an ad for the film ‘Boy Erased’ that
ominously read: ‘The truth cannot be converted…’ Du, du, du, dumb. Talk about an inverted,
uninspired worldview!
As our common enemy would have it, homosexuality, the big ‘H’, now subordinates Jesus to little
‘j’. For every sheep that drank the cool-aid and now believes all we can do for the LGBT+ set is to
agree with their divided, sterile identifications—hear this: Jesus redeems us for beauty! And that
means He has power to enable sinners from any fractured starting point to join the dance of life.
Marital love with Jesus at center redeems persons who participate in it.
‘Boy Erased’ and the trendy assault on anyone who efforts to grow beyond sexual illusion reveal a
loss of vision for human creativity and dignity. Not beautiful Jesus; He has never lost sight nor
power to summon what He sees. That takes disciplined response, of course. Any good thing does.
Becoming who I am is hard yet deeply fulfilling. I am not even tempted to trade my marriage and its
unitive, creative power for a weird friendship with a dude. I was created and redeemed for beauty.
Beauty saved me.
Please take time to watch our new video and become 'Chaste Together.'
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